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<Table 1>Accuracy result of the experiment 
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[Figure 1] Experimental environment using 2D acceleration sensor and acceleration 

signal pattern of different activities
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[Figure 2] Overall view of the research 
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<Formula 1> Formula of SVM which combines 3 acceleration signals into one 

[Figure 3] Comparison of stay, walking and jogging using SVM

[Figure 4] Comparison of stay, bus and subway using SVM 
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[Figure 5.b] Structure of 

acceleration data 

[Figure 5.a] Rotation matrix of 

transition of each axis of 

gyroscope 
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<Formula 2> Formula to get fixed x-axis signal

 
 



 ××

<Formula 3> Formula to get fixed y-axis signal
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<Formula 4> Formula to get fixed z-axis signal

[Figure 6] Concept of fixing acceleration signal using gyroscope
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[Figure 7] Signal from Z-axis of stay, bus and subway in frequency domain 
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<Formula 5> SVM formula combining X and Y axis’s signal into one 
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[Figure 8] Overall flow of proposed activity recognition method 
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[Figure 9] Discriminating bus and subway using location data from GPS
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[Figure 10] Proposed battery saving algorithm
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Smartphone Galaxy S3

OS Android 4.1.2 (Jellybean)

CPU Quad core 1.2GHz

Memory 1GHz DDR2

sensors accelerometer, gyroscope, GPS, etc

network 3G, WiFi

<Table 2> Specification of the device used in the research
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Activity Bus Subway Jogging Stay Walking Total

Number of samples 8,942 3,332 1,010 11,404 6,482 31,170

<Table 3> Total number of collected dataset

Activity
Training

  (60%)

Validation

  (20%)

Testing

  (20%)
Total

Bus 5,365 1,788 1,789 8,942

Subway 1,999 666 667 3,332

Jogging 606 202 202 1,010

Stay 6,842 2,281 2,281 11,404

Walking 3,889 1,296 1,297 6,482

Total 18,701 6,233 6,236 31,170

<Table 4> Classification of collected dataset for training
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Activity Bus Subway Jogging Stay Walking
Average
Accuracy

Bus 0.9214 0.0414 0.0001 0.0331 0.0040 ‐

Subway 0.0192 0.8619 0 0.1167 0.0021 ‐

Jogging 0 0 0.9713 0 0.0287 ‐

Stay 0.0452 0.1759 0.000 0.7713 0.0075 ‐

Walking 0 0.0004 0 0.0510 0.9486 ‐

Average
Accuracy

‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ 0.8954

<Table 5> Confusion Matrix of activity recognition using SVM  
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Activity Bus Subway Jogging Stay Walking
Average
Accuracy

Bus 0.8912 0.0119 0 0.0924 0.0045 ‐

Subway 0.0114 0.8103 0 0.1783 0 ‐

Jogging 0 0 1 0 0 ‐

Stay 0.0100 0.0481 0 0.9410 0.0008 ‐

Walking 0 0.0004 0 0.0510 0.9486 ‐

Average
Accuracy

‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ 0.9182

<Table 6> Confusion Matrix of activity recognition using proposed method
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[Figure 11] Example of the operation of correction algorithm

[Figure 12] Example of correction algorithm when stay is misrecognized as subway
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No. Test List Result

1 Standing on a subway 33/34

2 Sitting on a subway 13/14

3 Standing on a bus 14/14

4 Sitting on a bus 33/33

5
Standing on an escalator

(To see whether it misrecognizes escalator to bus or subway)
45/48

6 Turning on the activity recognition application while inside a subway 46/48

7
Turning on the activity recognition application while inside a bus

(To see whether it misrecognizes to different activity while receiving GPS signal)
 8/8

8
To see if it turns to different activity while the bus is stopping due to the traffic 

signal or a bus stop for long time about 2~3 minutes
 6/6

9
Riding on a bus for over than 2 hours

(To see whether it misrecognizes to subway)
14/14

10
Waiting for a bus or subway at the station for a long time 

(To see whether it misrecognizes to bus or subway)
52/52

11 Test all activities including transferring to bus and subway for at least 2 hours 19/19

<Figure 7> List of test to check the accuracy of recognition in the real field 
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[Figure 13] Comparison of using battery saving algorithm among 

different activities
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